
          13: Compactness and the Heine-Borel Theorem



FACTS (from last timel
·Compact sets are bounded, and closed.

·closed subset of compact set are compact.

·For nested closed intervals in IR, intersection is non-empty.
CK-cells in IRK(

· Im [a,b] is compact in IR.
(k-cells ( (in IRP).

(p7) suppose not. Then I open cover
3GC3 that has no finite subcover.

Then 3G27 covers (a,c,7 and[a, b] at least one has no finite subcover.

·WLOG, say [a,2.7 has no finite subcover. (denote 1, = (a, 2] (
Then subdivide Chalf) using C2, note atleastone of [a,c2], [22,2,] has no

F.S.

Continue, obtain sequence [.> I2 > 2z) ... nested closedintervals.

Leach halved at each step, with no F.S. of [Ga3)

Bynested interval thm, x s.t. xe I:v i.

But atsome Ga of cover. So Irso s.t. Nr(X) <Ga.

Since I: halvedin each step, some In Ar(x), meaning single G2 covers In A

Ihas no F.S.

#



Now, we can show:

Heine - Boral Thm.

In IR (or"), K compact > K is closed and bounded.

proof (=>). already.
IE). NOT TRUEIN ARBITRARYMETRIC SPACE.

I bounded-> Kc[-r, r] for some r > 0

Since K is closed and [r,r] is compact -> K is compact #

#
Discrete metric on infinite set A.

A is closed and bounded, but not compact.

EX:2CIR):set of continuous bounded function f:IR -> IR.

d(f,g) =YE(f(x) =g(x))



·

rstIeveryinfinitesubset pointina
<pf)(-)). If no pt of K is l.p. of E

then each GEEhas nbhd Vg containing exactly one pt 8 of E.

[Vg3 cover E with no F.S.

(E) [proof for IRP, but true for all metric space).
Well show K is closed & bounded.

Suppose K is not bounded, choose xn s.t. IXn/>n.

there has no lop. (checks.steked.) Ippose Iis closed, EPAKs.e. pis l.p. of 13

Choosen xn s.t.d(Xn,p) <t, [xn3 has lop. at p.

for (Bolzano-Weierstrass The (

Every bounded infinite subset of IR" has a limit point.

If. If subset I is bounded, then EC compactIs-cell, so has l.p. in K-cell #.

·Ihm (Carlas, Finite Intersection Property).
[Ks] compact subsets of metric space X.

If any finite subcollection has non empty intersection,
then & Ka F b.

cpt) Let us =ks open.
Fix one K in 9Kc3.

If 1k =b, then 9Ua3 cover compact.
=>I finite [U., ..., Uan] cover

so IC K2. ... kan =6 * #


